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We describe a combinatorial model which encompasses the enumeration of many 
types of ordered structures and determine the behavior of three random variables 
which record certain numerical parameters of such structures. Examples to which 
our results are applicable include chains in binomial posets, direct sum decomposi- 
tions of finite vector spaces, binary words, and Fishbum’s generalized weak orders. 
:r’ 19% Academic Press. Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let (CA 2. be a nonnegative sequence with c0 = 0 and let (g,), 2 0 be a 
positive sequence with g, = 1. Define a formal generating function 

F(z) = c cnz”/gn, (1.1) 
nt0 

and a set of generalized k-nomial coefficients 

n 
n19...9 nk 1 (1.2) 

for n 2 0, k 2 2 and nonnegative integers n, summing to n, abbreviating 

[j,"n-j] bY [:I’ It is then easy to show that the triangular array 

(d(n> k))osksn<m is defined equivalently by the generating functions 

Fk(z) = c d(n, k)z”/g,, 
n>k 

k 2 0, 0.3) 
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50 LONG AND WAGNER 

the recurrence relation 

with d(n,O) = S,,O, or the explicit formulas 

for k 2 2, with d(n,O) = S,,, and d(n, 1) = c,. In the above context it is 
also straightforward to show that the sequence (d(n)), z 0 is equivalently 
defined by the sum 

d(n) = i +, k), 
k=O 

0.6) 

the generating function 

c d(n)z”/g, = (1 - w)-l, 0.7) 
PI20 

or the recurrence relation 

d(n) = i [;]c,d(h - k), 
k-l 

0.8) 

with d(0) = 1. 
The foregoing combinatorial model arises in the enumeration of many 

types of ordered structures. In perhaps the most familiar example, c, = 1 
for all n 2 1, g, = n!, F(z) = ez - 1, and d( n, k) enumerates the ordered 
partitions of an n-set into k blocks. Numerous additional examples are 
described in Section 6. With (c,) only stipulated to be nonnegative, it is 
possible that d(n) = 0 for all n 2 1. The following lemma provides a 
useful condition necessary and sufficient to ensure that d(n) > 0 for 
sufficiently large n: 

LEMMA 1.1. Let S = {n: c, > 0} and let (S) be the ideal generated by S. 
There exists an n* such that d(n) > 0 for aN n 2 n* if and on& if (S) = Z. 

Proof: Su@ciency. If 1 E S, then ci > 0 and so d(n, n) > 0 by (1.5) 
and hence d(n) > 0 by (1.6), for all n 2 0. If 1 4 S and (S) = Z, there is 
an r 2 2 and a subset {n,, . . . , n,} of S such that g.c.d. (n,, . . . , n,) = 1. 
By elementary number theory [3, p. 38, Ex. 19,201, if g.c.d. (n,, n2) = d 
then sufficiently large multiples of d are linear combinations, with non- 
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negative integral coefficients, of n, and n2, and this result may be extended 
by induction to the case g.c.d. (ni ,..., n,) = d using g.c.d. (n,,. . ., n,) = 
g.c.d. (n,, md*), where g.c.d. (n,, m) = 1 and d* = g.c.d. (n2 ,..., n,). 
When d = 1, as above, it follows that there is an n* such that for all 
n 2 n* there exist nonnegative integers ui, . . . , u, such that alnl 
+ . .. +a,n, = n. By (1.5) d(n, a, + **a +a,) > 0 and so d(n) > 0 
by (1.6). 

Necessity. If (S) # Z, then (S) = mZ for some m 2 2. It follows from 
(1.5) and (1.6) that d(n) = 0 for all n f 0 (mod m). 

Our aim in this paper is to describe the behavior of three random 
variables, I,,, L,, and A,, defined for all n such that d(n) > 0 by 

Pr(I, = k) = [ l]ckd(n - k)/d(n), llkln, 0.9) 

Pr(L, = k) = d(n, k)/d(n), l<kln, (1.10) 

and 

A,, = n/L,,. (1.11) 

By (1.8) and (1.6) (1.9) and (1.10) are indeed density functions whenever 
d(n) > 0. When d(n) is the number of ordered partitions of an n-set S, 
and d(n, k) the number of such partitions with k blocks, the random 
variables I,, L,, and A, record, respectively, the initial block size, the 
length (i.e., the number of blocks), and the average block size of a 
randomly chosen ordered partition of S. Similar natural interpretations of 
these random variables exist for the examples in Section 6, which motivate 
our interest in a general analysis of their behavior. 

We show, under the restrictions on (c,) postulated in Lemma 1.1, that if 
(1.1) has positive radius of convergence, then the sequence (I,,) converges in 
distribution to a random variable I with density Pr(Z = k) = ckpk/gk, 
where p is the unique positive real solution of F(z) = 1, and the sequence 
(L,) is, with a single exception, asymptotically normal. We also show that 
E(A,) = E(In). 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

The following results will often be used in the remainder of this paper: 

LEMMA 2.1. bt f(z) = cm nB,,un~R have a pole of order m + 1 at p # 0 
and be analytic elsewhere in { z : IL 1 I rp } for some r > 1. If s(z) = 
~:=:=,b,/(Z - P) k+ ’ is the singular part off at p, then 

uflp nfl = Q,(n) + o(r-“), (2.la) 
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where 

Q,(n) = f (-l)*+‘( n ; k)bJpk. 
k-0 

(2.lb) 

Proof Expand s(z) as a power series about zero. Since the power series 
of f(z) - s(z) converges at z = rp, we obtain 

i (-l)‘+‘(’ t k)bk/p”+’ r” = 0, 
k-0 1 

which, multiplied by p, yields (2.1). We remark that in the case of a pole p 
of order l(m = 0), (2.1) asserts that a,p”+l = -b, + o(rmn), where b, # 0. 

LEMMA 2.2. If, for some p # 0, r > 1, and k > 0, the sequences (u,), 
(u,), and (w,) satisfy (i) u, = p + O(ren), (ii) u,,u,, = w,, + O(r-“), and 
(iii) (wnl = O(nk), then 

u, = wnppl + O(nkr-“). 

Proof By (ii) 34, such that lunun - wnl I M1r-” for sufficiently large 
n. By (i) 3A4, such that /u, - ~1 I i&r-” for sufficiently large n. Since 
~1 # 0, by (i) and (ii) 3Ms such that lq,) = I u;‘u,,u,l I Ms (w,l for suffi- 
ciently large n. Hence 

I% - W”K1l = IPI %% - WA 
5 IK’(lU”~” - W”l + 1% - PI I%0 
5 Ipl-‘(M1r-” + MzM31w,lr-“) 

for sufficiently large n. Combining this result with (iii) it follows that 3M 
such that I u, - W,JA-’ I I M(nkr-“) for sufficiently large n. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let (gJnzo be a positive sequence with g, = 1. Let (c,), z0 
be a nonnegative sequence such that co = 0 and the ideal generated by 
S = {n: c, # 0} is Z. If 

co 
F(z) = c c,zn/gn (2.2) 

n-o 

has positive radius of conuergence, then there exists a unique positive p such 
that F(p) = 1 and there exists a p > p such that (1 - F(z))-’ is analytic for 
I z ) < p, except for a simple pole at p. 

Proof Let R be the radius of convergence of (2.2). Since the coefficients 
c, are nonnegative and there exists at least one n > 0 for which c, > 0, F 
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is strictly increasing on (0, R) and IF(z) 1 I F( Iz I) whenever ItI < R. 
Thus if R < co, lim,,,- F(x) = +oe. If R = +co, F is a nonconstant 
entire function, hence unbounded, and we also have Iim, - R _ F( x) = + OD. 
Since F(0) = 0, there is a unique positive p satisfying F(p) = 1. Moreover, 
F’( p ) # 0, and since 

Z-P -1 

fi_mp 1 - F(z) 
=- 

P(P) ’ 

the pole of (1 - F(z))-’ at p is simple. 
Now let p = min{lz) : F(z) = 1, z Zp}, setting p = R, if this set is 

empty. Since IF(z)1 I F(jzI), p 2~. If p = p, there is a w E C with 
IwI =p and 1 = F(w) I IF(w)1 I F(lwl) = F(p) = 1. Let n,, = minS 
= min{ n : c, f O}. We have arg w”o = arg W” for ah n E S. Moreover, 
arg ~“0 = arg F(w) = 0, so that w” > 0 for ah n E S. Since the ideal 
generated by S is Z, w = p, which is a contradiction. Hence p > p, and 
(1 - F(z))-’ is analytic for ItI < p, except for the simple pole at p, as 
asserted. 

3. THE LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF (I,) 

Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3, with p the unique positive solution 
of F(z) = 1, we may define a random variable Z by 

Pr(Z = k) = c,pk/gk, k> 1, (3.1) 
since Ckckpk/gk = F(p) = 1. The limiting behavior of the sequence of 
random variables (I,) is then specified by the following theorem: 

THEOREM 3.1. Let (g,),,O be a positive sequence with g,, = 1, and let 
(c,), B 0 be a nonnegative sequence such that c0 = 0 and the ideal generated 
byS={n:c,>O}isZ.Zf 

m 
F(z) = c v”/g, (3.2) 

n=O 

has positive radius of convergence, and Z,, and Z are defined, respectively, by 
(1.9) and (3.1), then (I,,) converges to Z in distribution and the moments of Z, 
converge to the moments of I. 

Proof. Let + be the characteristic function of I. By (3.1) and (3.2) 

+(t) = F(pe”). P-3) 
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Let & be the characteristic function of I,,, which is defined for all n such 
that d(n) > 0. For such n, by (1.9), 

and we stipulate (3.4) as the definition of the otherwise meaningless 
expression d(n)+J t) when d(n) = 0. With this stipulation, let 

Substituting (3.4) into (3.5) and interchanging summation yields 

G(t, z) = i ckeikr f [ ~]d(n - k)z”/g, 
k=O n=k 

= E ckeik’zk/gk f d(n - k)Zn-k/gn-k = 
k=O n=k 

by (3.2) and (1.7). 
By (3.6) and Lemma 2.3, for a fixed t, G(t, z) has a simple pole at z = p. 

Hence by (3.3) 

G(t, z) = 
-4) 

F(P)(Z -P) 
+ fqt, z), (3.7) 

where H(t, z) is analytic for z near p. Applying Lemma 2.1, with m = 0, to 
(3.5) and (3.7) yields 

+O) 
p”+‘d(n)+&)/g, = F’( + dr-“) (3.8) 

for some r > 1. Since, for all n 2 1, d(n)+,,(O) = d(n) by (3.4) and (1.8) 
setting t = 0 in (3.8) yields 

pn+14nVgn = & + 4r-9. 

Dividing (3.8) by (3.9) for n sufficiently large to ensure that d(n) > 0, it 
follows that +n converges pointwise to $J and hence that (I,) converges in 
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distribution to I. Note that (3.9) also yields the nice asymptotic formula, 

To show that the moments of I, converge to the moments of I, let j be a 
fixed positive integer and calculate (- i)‘( Ji/Jtj)G(O, z), both from (3.5) 
and from (3.7). Setting the results of these two calculations equal to each 
other yields 

(3.11) 
n=l 

where L(z) is analytic near p. As in the case of d(n)+,,(t) above, the 
identity 

d(n)E(I;) = 2 k’[;]c,d(n - k), 
k=l 

(3.12) 

which holds for d(n) > 0, is stipulated as a definition of the otherwise 
meaningless expression d(n)E(Ii) when d(n) = 0. Applying Lemma 2.1 
to (3.11) yields 

p”+‘d(n)E(Z;) E(P) 

g” 
= F’(p) + 4r-“) (3.13) 

for some r > 1. Dividing (3.13) by (3.9) then shows that E(IL) + E(Ij). 

4. THE FIRST MOMENTS OF A, AND I,, 

In light of the example of ordered partitions of a set, where A, and I, 
record initial and average block cardinalities, one might at least expect 
some sort of asymptotic relation to hold between E(A,) and E(I,,) in the 
general case. Perhaps a bit surprisingly, the following identity may be 
proved: 

THEOREM 4.1. Zf 

a, = i id@, k) 
k=l 

and 

& = i k[;]c,d(n - k), 
k-l 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
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then, for all n 2 1, (Y, = /3,,, and so, for all n such that d(n) > 0, E( A,) = 
s/d(n) = @,/d(n) = E(4). 

ProoJ: It suffices to prove the formal generating function identity 

c ffnz”/g, = “iEIP”W& = zF’W(l - F(z))-‘7 (4.3) 
P2 t 1 

where F is given by (l.l), and then use (1.9) and (1.11). By (1.3) we have 

-log(l - F(z)) = c - = 

(4.4) 

Applying zD, to (4.4) and using (4.1), we obtain 

zF’(z)(l -F(z))-‘= c (rnzn/g,,. (4.5) 
tZ>l 

Formulas (4.4) and (4.5) are to be interpreted in terms of formal logarithms 
and derivatives applied to formal power series. See [5, pp. 878-8791 for 
further details. 

The other half of (4.3) follows by multiplication of the series z&“(z) = 
Ix n20nc,z”/g, and (1 - F(z))-’ = C,,,d(n)z”/g,. 

We remark in conclusion that when F(z) = z + z*, E(A:) f E(Il), so 
that higher moments of A,, and I, do not necessarily coincide. An elabora- 
tion of this example appears in Section 6. 

5. THE ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF (L,) 

Let &A r. be a positive sequence with g, = 1 and let (c,), hO be a 
nonnegative sequence with c,, = 0. Recall from Section 1 the formal power 
series identities: 

M 
F(z) = c c,z”/gn, (5-l) 

n=O 

Fk(z) = f d(n, k)z”/g,, k r 0, (5 -2) 
n-k 

and 

(1 - F(z))-’ = 5 d(n)z”/g,, 
PI-0 

(5 -3) 
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and the random variables L,, defined for all n such that d(n) > 0 by 

Pr(L, = k) = d(n, k)/d(n), l<k<n. 64 

Suppose that the ideal generated by S = {n : c, > 0} is Z and that F has 
positive radius of convergence, so that d(n) is positive for n sufficiently 
large (Lemma 1.1) and there is a unique real positive p such that F(p) = 1 
and an r > 1 such that (1 - F(z))-’ is analytic for Jzj I rp, except for a 
simple pole at p (Lemma 2.3). We may then prove the following theorem: 

THEOREM 5.1. The sequence of random variables (L,) is asymptotically 
normal unless ck = 0 for all k # 1, in which case L, is a point mass at n. 

Prooj: Let (P,,(t) denote the characteristic function of L, and E( Lr) 
the mth moment of L,, defined for all n such that d(n) > 0. For such n, 
we have by (5.4) 

d(n)r&(t) = i d(n, k)eik’ 
k=O 

(5.5) 

d(n)E(Lr) = t k”d(n, k), 
k=O 

(5.6) 

and we stipulate these formulas as definitions of the otherwise meaningless 
expressions d(n)+,,(t) and d(n)E( Lr) when d(n) = 0. Let 

G(t, z) = f d(nbh(tb”/g,. 
n-o 

(5.7) 

Substituting (5.5) into (5.7) interchanging summation, and using (5.2) then 
yields 

G(t, z) = f Fk(z)eik’ = [l - e”F(z)]-l, 
k-0 

(5.8) 

valid for 1 F(z) 1 < 1, i.e., for Iz( < p, where p is the unique real positive 
solution of F(z) = 1. By (5.7) 

(-i)m$G(O, z) = 5 d(n)E(L,“)z”/g,, 
n-o 

P-9) 

which by (5.9 is a rational function of F(z) with denominator 
(1 - F(z))~+‘, and hence has a pole of order m + 1 at z = p. Now let 

q,(n) = F’(p)Q,(n), (5.10) 
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where Q,(m) is given by (2.lb) for the function f(z) = 
(- i)“Y “/dt”G(O, z). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that 

4+w3Pn+‘/& = 4mWF’(P) + 4r-% (5.11) 

for some r > 1. Letting m = 0 in (5.11) and noting that qO(n) = 1 yields 

d(n)p”+‘/g, = l/F’(p) + o(r-“), 

and dividing (5.11) by (5.12) yields 

(5.12) 

E(L,m) = q&z) + c+P/P). (5.13) 

By the Continuity Theorem, (L,) is asymptotically normal if, for all t E R, 

where II,, = 
dwY2 

E( L,) and u,’ = Var(L,). By (5.13), ql(n) and (q2(n) - 
are asymptotic expressions for CL,, and a,, respectively. We will 

show that u,’ is either bounded for all n or grows like a linear polynomial 
in n. In the former case, we show that each L, is a point mass at n. In the 
latter case we show that (5.14) is equivalent to 

fim ,-i~d~)~/~,+n(~/un) = e-t2/2, (5.15) 
“-CO 

and prove (5.15), thus establishing the asymptotic normality of (L,). To 
establish these results we shall need convenient expressions for ql(n) and 
a,, as well as a uniform estimate of +Jt) for It1 small, which we derive by 
examining the poles of G(t, z) for fixed small t. First consider the case 
t = 0. By (5.8), G(0, z) = (1 - I;(z))-’ and so by Lemma 2.3 there is an 
r > 1 such that G(0, z) is analytic for 1zI I rp, except for a simple pole at 
z = p. Let such an r be chosen and fixed. We claim that there exists a 
S > 0 such that for every t satisfying It 1 I S, G(t, z) is analytic for 
lzj I rp, except for a simple pole at a point we shall denote by z = p(t). 

To prove this claim, note first that by (5.8) G(t, z) has a pole whenever 
F(z) = e-ir. Since F’(p) f 0, Ii is one-to-one on an open set P contain- 
ing p. Thus we can define an analytic function p( t ), for It I sufficiently 
small, by 

p(t) = F-l(e-“). (5.16) 

Note that p(0) = p. Clearly p(t) is a simple pole of G(t, z) and the only 
pole of G(t, z) in a. We must prove the existence of some 6 > 0 such that 
foralltsatisfyingIt1 ~S,p(t)istheonlypoleofG(t,z)in{z:lzl srp). 

Suppose that no such 6 exists. Then there are sequences (t,) and (w,) 
satisfying lim t = 0, F(w,) = eeitn, 1 w,l 5 rp, and w, 4 a. Since (w,) n+m n 
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lies in a compact set there is no loss in generality in assuming that 
(w,) converges, say to the Iimit w, whence F(w) = lirn,,,F(w,) = 
b e-itn= 

n+co 1. Since /WI I rp, we must have w = p, and hence w, E P 
for sufficiently large n, which is a contradiction. 

Now the residue of G(t, z) at z = p(t) is 

z -PM -1 

2fzt) 1 - e”F(z) = e”F’( p(t)) ’ 

Since F( p( t)) = emi’, we have F’( p(t)) = - ie-“/p’(t), and so 

G(t, z) = 
-ip’( t) 

z - PW 
+ ff(t, z), 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

where H(t, z) is an analytic function of z for ItI < S and IzI I rp. 
Applying Lemma 2.1 to (5.7) and (5.18) yields 

d(n)%,(t)p”+‘(t)/g, = Q’(f) + 4r-“) (5.19) 

for 1 t) I S. In particular, when t = 0 we have 

d(n)p”+‘/g, = ip’(0) + o(r-“). (5.20) 

Dividing (5.19) by (5.20) yields 

PW ?l+l P’W a(0 p i I = p’(0) + O(r-“). 

Since r does not depend on t, we have 

PO) ?l+l P’W 
lim +,(t) - 

i I 
= - 

n+m P P’(O) ’ 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

uniformly for It 1 I 6. 
Equation (5.18) also yields formulas for ql(n) and q*(n) - q:(n), to be 

used as asymptotic estimates of the mean and variance of L,, in terms of 
the derivatives of p(t) at zero. Let pk = P(~)(O), where p(t) is given by 
(5.16), noting that p. = p. Using (2.lb), (5.10), (5.16), and (5.18) we may 
derive the formulas 

ql(n) = i (’ +pl)p’ - E 

i I 
(5.23) 

and 
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By (5.24), either (a,,) is bounded, or lim, +Wu,, = co. The former possibil- 
ity is equivalent to the condition pp2 = pf, which is equivalent, by (5.16) 
and the definition pk = P(~)(O), to 

pV(p) -p’(F’(p))* +pF’(p) = 0. (5.25) 

Now the left-hand side of (5.25) is the variance of the random variable I 
defined by Pr( I = k) = ck pk/gk, k 2 1. Hence I is a point mass at 1 and 
so F(z) = clz/gl, i.e., ck = 0 whenever k # 1. It follows from (5.2) (5.3), 
and (5.4) that L, is a point mass at n. 

Now assume that lim,,,a, = 00. Then limndoolp,, - ql(n)l/un = 0 
and thus (5.14) is equivalent to (5.15). In (5.15) moreover, the constant 
term in ql( n) can be deleted, since lim, .+,JJ,, = 00 and the exponential 
factor has constant modulus one. Thus (5.15) is equivalent to 

(5.26) 

For fixed t E R, lim n _ ,t/u, = 0 and so for n sufficiently large 1 t/u,, 1 I 6. 
Hence by (5.22), 

(5.27) 

By (5.27) (5.26) then holds if 

lim (e-Pl’/Pnp (t/0,)/p) -(n+ ‘) = ePf2/*, 
“-rCC 

which is implied by 

e-P1”Pa~p(t/un)/p = 1 + t2/2(n + 1) + 0(K3/*). (5.28) 

Now 

e-P1fiPp( t)/p = 1 + ; + o(t’). (5.29) 

Substituting t/u,, for t in (5.29) and using (5.24) then yields (5.28) which 
completes the proof. 
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6. APPLICATIONS 

The combinatorial model specified by formulas (l.l)-(1.11) arises in the 
study of many types of ordered structures. The following examples, with 
c0 = 0, g, = 1, and c, and g, defined as indicated for n 2 1, illustrate the 
generality of our results. 

As noted in Section 1, the prototypical example of this model is the case 
in which c, = 1, g, = n!, and F(z) = ez - 1, where d(n, k) enumerates 
the ordered partitions of an n-set into k blocks. It follows in this case from 
Theorem 5.1 that (L,) is asymptotically normal and from Theorem 3.1 that 
Pr( I,, = k) + (log2)k/k!, the latter result having been established by a 
different argument in [4]. 

When c, = g, = 1 and F(z) = (1 - z)-’ - 1, it is easy to see that 
d(n, k) enumerates the ordered partitions of the integer n into k positive 
summa&s. In this case one may confirm, without using Theorems 3.1 and 
5.1, that (I,) converges in distribution to a geometric random variable with 
p = i, and, using the central limit theorem for binomial distributions, that 
(L,) is asymptotically normal. 

Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between ordered parti- 
tions of an n-set S with k blocks and chains (p C S, C . * . C S, = S of 
subsets of S, and between ordered partitions of the integer n having k 
positive parts and chains 0 < n1 < . . . < nk = n ofpositive integers. Hence 
the aforementioned results may be rephrased in terms of such chains. More 
generally, if P is any binomial poset, c, = 1, and g, = the number of 
maximal chains in an n-interval, then d(n, k) enumerates the chains 
x = x0 < x1 < * * * < xk = y of length k, where [x, y] is an n-interval [7, 
pp. 142-1461. Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 hold in all such cases, with the obvious 
interpretations of Z, and L,. A particularly interesting example of the 
foregoingisthecaseinwhichg,=(l+q)...(l+q+ .-* +qnpl),where 
d( n, k) enuemrates chains of subspaces {0} c V, c * . . c V, = V of an 
n-dimensional GF(q)-vector space I’. A variant of the latter example, to 
which Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 also apply, is the case in which c, = 1 and 
g, = (q” - l)(q” - q)...(q” - qnml), where d(n, k) enumerates the or- 
dered direct sum decompositions of V into k subspaces [l]. 

The class of generalized weak orders [2] furnishes examples of our model 
for which (c,) is not constant. If c, = 2n(n+1)/2 and g, = n!, then d(n, k) 
enumerates the generalized weak orders (G WOs) on an n-set S partitioning S 
into k generalized indijerence classes [8]. Here I,, records the number of 
“optimal elements” and L, the number of generalized indifference classes 
of a randomly chosen GWO on S. In this case F(z) converges only at zero, 
so Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 do not apply. In [4] it is shown in this case that 
(I, - n) converges to zero with probability one. Special cases of the 
above example, where F(z) has positive radius of convergence, are (1) c, = 
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B(n + l), the n + lth Bell number, and g, = n!, for which d(n, k) 
enumerates the transitive GWOs on an n-set S which partition S into k 
generalized indifference classes and (2) c, = 2 and g, = n!, where d(n, k) 
enumerates the transitive, negatively transitive GWOs partitioning S into k 
generalized indiference classes. See [8, 41 for further details. 

We conclude with two examples where (c,) is finitely nonzero. First, let 
ci = c2 = 1, c, = 0 for n 2 3, and g, = 1. It is then easy to show that 

dhk) = (“r,) and, for all n 2 0, d(n) = I;,, the n th Fibonacci number. 
The hypotheses of Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 are clearly satisfied in this case. 
Recalling that F, enumerates the binary words of length n - 1 with no two 
zeroes adjacent, we leave the interpretation of I,, L,, and A, in this case as 
an exercise. 

Finally, for fixed s 2 2, let c1 = wi, c2 = w,, . . . , c, = ws, where 0 I 
wi I 1 and Ew, = 1, and c, = 0 for n > s, and let g, = 1, so that F(z) = 
wlz + w*z* + *-* + wszs. For a die with sides numbered 1 through s and 
weighted so that side i appears with probability wi, d( n, k) is the probabil- 
ity that after k rolls of this die the sum of the numbers which have 
appeared is exactly n, and d(n) is the probability that the sum n is attained 
at some point in a sequence of rolls. Suppose that g.c.d. {i : wi > 0} = 1. 
By Lemma 1.1, d(n) is then positive for n sufficiently large. The unique 
positive solution p of F(z) = 1 is p = 1, and F’(1) = the expected value of 
the number appearing on a roll of the die. By (3.10), d(n) converges to the 
reciprocal of this expected value, or 3 in the case of an ordinary die (cf. [6]). 
As for the random variables 1, and L,, we have Pr(1, = k) = w,d(n - 
k)/d( n) and Pr( L, = k) = d( n, k)/d( n). Hence, for the set of sequences 
of rolls for which the sum n is attained at some point, I,, records the 
number appearing on the initial roll and L, the number of the roll on 
which the sum n is attained. By Theorem 3.1, Pr(1, = k) + wk, as one 
would expect, and by Theorem 5.1, (L,) is asymptotically normal. 
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